Separation of Church and State:
true and false concepts
Jolm Courtney Murray, SJ.
There are two contemporary cases in which the issue of
picturesquely is a school bus, or a Federal pittance to
separation of Church and State is being agitated. One
a struggling parochial school. Beware, then, of the nose:
is that of Mr. Taylor's mission to the Vatican; the other
what the Roman Catholic hierarchy really wante is to
is that of the inclusion of non-profit tax-exempt schools
usurp the whole tent-to bring all American education
(therefore parochial schools) in programs of public aid
under clerical domin!\tion. Again, the wall is the constito education.
tutional distinction between civil and religious life; the
As Mr. Sumner Welles has recently pointed out, it is
wedge is the school bus, etc.; and, of c~urse, the powerful
quite impossible to deal seriously with the Protestant
arms of the Roman Catholic hierarchy swing the sledge.
protests over Myron Taylor's mission to the Vatican.
Beware, then, of the thin edge, the first light blows: what
But the second case is extremely important, in view of
the Roman Catholic hierarchy really intends is to destroy
the fact that public policy with regard to the extension
the whole wall, and turn American democracy into a
and equalization of educational opportunities and serclerical-Fascist dictatorship.
vices is still in a process of formation. At this critical
I do not caricature the "argument" under the images;
juncture two organized forces-the secularist educators
I merely clarify it. And when it is clarified, one sees what
and clerical Protestantism-are bringing their influence
it springs from, and what it appeals to-not reason but
to bear in order to write into public policy the exclusion
fear. A leading and most fair-minded Protestant educaof parochial school children from all public aid, Federal
tor has recently said: "The intensity of Protestant feeling
or State. Let me here consider the campaign of clerical
on this subject [public aid to parochial schools] can
Protestantism (I use the term in order exactly to desighardly be exaggerated. It springs largdy from a deep
nate the quarter from which the clamor is coming) .
fear of the extension of Catholic control not only in eduIt is already significant that the Protes• , - - - - - - - - - - - - - cation but in other areas where churchMur- state re1ations are invo1ved." One can
tant campaign is not being waged under Father John Courtn_,
·-J
ray, Contributing Editor of
the device of "religious liberty" or "free- AMERICA, is a professor of sense the intensity of this fear, and see
dom of conscience"; neither of these two dogmatic theology at Wood- the way it distorts the real issues, in an
positive, intelligible formulas would suit stock College, Maryland. He editorial in the Christian Century (October
the purpose. Rather, the banner bears the is also Editor of Theological 30, 1946) on the Wisconsin bus bill.
slogan, "separation of Church and State"
It concludes with the usual fear-inspir•
-that negative, ill-defined, basically un- logi,eal Soci.ety.
ing image: "The bus bill is the thin edge
American formula, with all its overtones of - - - - - - - - - - - - • of the wedge which, when driven all the
religious prejudice. This fact affords a preliminary in•
way in, will split American democracy wide open...
sight into the ultimate forces that are inspiring the
And the author clearly conveys the conviction that the
campaign; they are the forces of emotion and religious
deliberate intention of splitting American democracy
rivalry, not of reason and patriotic sentiment.
wide open is explicitly present in the minds of the Roman
The workings of these forces can be further seen if
Catholic hierarchy. He begins:
one pauses for a moment over the two images, the two
The Roman Catholic Church has never accepted
bits of rhetoric, which constantly recur in all the propathe American principle of separation of Church and
ganda. Bue transportation for parochial school children
State and its corollary principle of religious freedo~
[note: I wish Protestants would make up their
or Federal aid to non-profit tax-exempt schools-so the
minds which of these two principles is the corollary
voters, legislators, or Supreme Court are vehemently told
of the other]. Pope Leo XIII specifically ~nd~ed
-is "the camel's nose under the tent" ; it is "the thin
this principle in his encyclical .on •c~thohcity m the
edge of the wedge."
United States.' His condemnahon sttll stands as the
Presumably, the voters, etc., could be trusted to recall
major guide to the Church's ~ction [note:_ I s1_1p·
pose the reference is _the Lo7:gmqua Oceam, ~h1ch
that the eamel ended by usurping all the room in the tent,
is not an 'encyclical1 ; it contams no con~emna~n of
driving out the poor Arab (if he was an Arab?)• and
the American system, but generous praISe of 1t, to•
that the wedge, driven all the way in, caused the collapse
gether with a brief _caution aga_ins~ exaggeration ~f
of the wall. So the fea rsome specter begins to rise: a
its merits, and agamst generahzahon on the basIS
Work of usurpation and destruction is afoot. Let the
of American experience].
parables now be applied. The tent is the American eduWith his insight sharpened by this bit of research,
cational system; the camel is the Catholic Church (more
the author is enabled to perceive the real aim of the
specificaUy, the Roman Catholic hierarchy, since it is
Church's action: it is "to discredit and eventually to overwithin the present Protestant universe of feeling to be
throw a constitutional principle which it has never
lender to the Catholic laity) ; the camel's nose, rather
accepted"; quite simply, Catholic authorities are out to
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effect "fundamental changes in our cultural and political
institutions." (In this connection, note that Pius XII in
his discourse to the Roman Rota, on October 6, 1946,
taught that "political, civil and social tolerance" is "for
Catholics a moral duty," as an obedience to civil law.)
Furthermore, with still more astonishing cleverness
the author has uncovered our sly tactics : "Being wise
in the ways of human nature, ihe church seeks to bring
about changes in American institutions gradually." The
".first step in a revolutionary process" is to get a few
rural parochial school children on public buses. To this
end, the extraordinarily resourceful Roman Catholic
hierarchy devised the "child-benefit theory," so innocent
in itself, so humanitarian in its appeal, but actually a
"weasel way of nullifying the law," "conceived in the
purpose of the church to gain for itself a position of
special privilege. It is an integral part of its effort" to
split American democracy wide open.
Obviously, then, bus transportation "will not be the
end of the matter. Instead, it will be only the beginning."
The immediate goal is to shift to government the entire
cost of parochial schopl education: ''This is precisely
what the Catholic authorities are seeking to achieve."
But even this triumph will not slake the hierarchy's unquenchable thirst for power; the further aim to "to open
the public treasury to raids of ever increasing variety and
size in suppot of chuch institutions," and " eventually to
make impossible any line of separation between Church
and State." That will be the victory to which the ghost
of Leo XIII urges. And at that point, presumably, the
Roman Catholic hierarchy will produce the man on
horseback and give orders to bring out the thumbscrews.
Fantastic? But there it is. And worse can easily be
found in less responsible Protestant publications. It would
seem that the Protestant lay electorate is being systematically encouraged to believe that the Roman Catholic hier•
archy is engaged in a conspiracy (apparently not too
successfully disguised! ) to split American democracy
wide open. By less thoroughgoing minds than that of
the editor of the Christian Century, the milder persuasion
is spread abroad that the Catholic Church is a pervasive
threat to freedom in society.
And if evidence is asked. one usually gets two pieces:
1) the example of Spain ("There is your Catholic State,
your ideal'" J, and 2 ) the famous paragraph in an essay
by the late Msgr. Ryan (in Ryan-Millar, The State and
the Church, p. 38), \\herein the author supposedly let
slip the episcopal plan of altering the U. S. Constitution
and instituting legal persecution of P rotestants. However,
it is unmistakably clear that no evidence generated this
propaganda line; rather, the line had other origins and
then sought this evidence for itself. Its origins are in fear
-that deep, irrational at times, and in certain individuals
almost pathological fear that Newman long ago pointed
out to be part of the " anti-Romanism" that seems to be
inseparable from Protestantism.
It is of little use to refute this propaganda line ; no
rational refutation could possibly rea ch its emotional
mainspring. One could, of course, point out the curious
paradox that Protesta nt fear us most in that wherein
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we are weakest--our practical organization for religiosocial purposes. And one could study this fear as a problem in religious psychopathology. But the more urgent
thing is to show the intrinsic worthlessness of the "screen•
arguments" it puts up.
The "camel's nose" argument may be dismissed as silly.
First, the camel (Catholic education) is not pushing his
nose under the tent (American education ) ; he already
has a rightful, constitutional place within the tent. More•
over, being an intelligent and respectful camel, intent
on service, not usurpation, he knows that the Arab (public
school education) has its own legitimate place in the
tent; and he has no intention of pushing the Arab out.
(As a matter of fact, the present danger is that the Arab
will push the camel out.) Properly, then, the only question is: is the camel, as a public servant, entitled to be
fed by the same band that feeds the Arab?
The "thin edge of the wedge" argument needs more
treatment. Before one can know whether public aid to
parochial schools is the entering wedge in the wall of
separation between Church and State, one must know exactly where this wall is and what it walls off from what.
The metaphor, of course, is Madison's. It is not a
particularly happy one, but it does convey a truth. There
is a constitutional "wall" between state authority and the
religious conscience. There is also a wall between state
authority and the parental conscience ; it was constitutionally affirmed in the famous Oregon School case, in which
the Court denied to the State the right to force parents
to send their children to public schools. In general, there
is a wall between the areas ruled respectively ( and exclusively) by civil authority and religious authority. But
the metaphor must not be pressed too far. The Supreme
Court of Mississippi (in Chance vs. Mississippi, on free
textbooks for non-profit private school pupils) well said:
Useful citizenship is a product and servant of both
the Church a nd the State, and the citizen's freedom
must include the right to acknowledge the rjghts and
benefits of each, and to import into e.ich the ideals
and the training of the other .... Indeed, the State
has made historical acknowledgment and daily legislative admission of a mutual dependence, one upon
the other. It is the control of one over the other that
our Constitution forbids.
Free communication, mutual dependence and encouragement, but respect for independent sovereignties, and no
control of one by the other- that is a good basic state•
ment of the case. And it conta ins a needed warning
against making the "wall" a sort of " iron curtain" that
would deny all community of interest between Church
and State. Historically, the American Government has
been greatly concerned about religion, as the leading
factor in good citizenship and the general weliare ; on its
part, the Church has been greatly concerned about good
citizenship and the general welfare, as necessary maniies·
tations of religious duty. Good citizenship and the general
welfare are complex but undivided ontities ; to them both
Church and State, remaining "separate," make their re·
spective contributions, each freely admitting and encouraging the contribution of the other. Whatever de•
formations may have been introduced into individual

minds by secularist or religious prejudice, this is historically and constitutionally the genuine spirit of the
American principle of separation of Church and State.
It is, therefore, in the matter of good citizenship and
the general welfare that the interests of State and Church
meet on common ground; and no impenetrable iron cur•
tain may stand athwart this ground, forbidding all transit
to and fro. Moreover, it is obvious that in the school the
citizen is made "good" and the general welfare promoted.
Concretely, therefore, the school is a common ground on
which State and Church meet in friendly cooperation.
Each, indeed, has its special interests in schools, but a
community of interest is undeniable. This is the fact that
makes it difficult to apply to education the principle of
separation of Church and State. Superficial and prejudiced minds make the application with simple ruthlessness; more honest minds admit the difficulty.
What canons of interpretation have we? I suggest
three. First, the principle of separation of Church and
State seeks to ensure the general welfare (chiefly the unity
and equality of citizens as citizens) and to guarantee to
both State and Church- and to parents under the guidance of religious conviction- full freedom for the discharge of their respective responsibilities. Consequently,
this principle may not be so applied in the field of education as to result in damage to the general welfare, or in
unreasonable limitation of either state soverignty or religious and parental rights.
Secondly, the general welfare of the United States has
as an essential component the maintenance of the free
American system of education. By this I mean the coexistence and free functioning of two types of schools-the non-profit, tax exempt, church-related school ( the
original unit of American education ) and the public
school (the later growth). At the moment when all education becomes a state monopoly, or Lends to become such
(i.e., when non-profit church-related schools become the
object of explicit or implicit governmental discouragement, and discriminatory legislation fosters the belief that
the single American school is the public school) at that
moment American democracy will be dead or dying.
Thirdly, one must take seriously the doctrine of the
State as pare11s patriae, i.e., as the supreme sovereignty
whose power must be exercised with particular tenderness
towards those of its citizens \\ ho are under disability,
especially the disability of childhood helplessness. Moreover one must realize that the State is primarily "parent"
of children, not of schools. As a matter of fact, the socalled "child-benefit theory" is the direct offspring of the
parens patriae doctrine wedded to the American theory
of free education. Certainly from the standpoint of the
Federal Con titution, the American State is not intere ted
in whether a child allends a public or a parochial school ;
the choice of a school is a matter of parental right. But
the American State is interei.ted in its children, who are
equally its wards and a rc equally to be its citizens.
Above all, one muc.t accept the full logical implications
of the fact that in this moment the Federal Government
is takin g up the challenge to itself as parens patriae, put
hv the deplorable inequalities in educational opportuni-

ties. Half of the nation' s children are ill-educated; and
the States cannot adequately cope with the situation. This
is the proper starting-point of our whole discussion.
And the nub of the question ~ this : does separation of
Church and State mean that the American Government
cannot be parens patriae to all its children, hut only to a
portion of them? That it cannot effectively recognize both
components of the free American educational system, hut
only one of them? That, in the name of a principle
adopted for the general welfare, the State must be limited
in its power to promote the general welfare? Finally, that
in the name of a principle designed to secure full freedom
to the religious and parental conscience, parents must be
penalized for the exercise of their religious and parental

rights?
On their side, the secularist educators ( whose voice
is obediently echoed by many Protestants) maintain
that separation of Church and State entails as a necessary
consequence separation of parochial school children from
public school children. Only the latter are truly wards of
the State, objects of its beneficent action as paren.s
patriae ; the latter, as far as their education is concerned,
are simply wards of the
,./
Church, a sort of political
bastards (lit venia verbo ) .
,,,.
If the wall between these
/I
two groups of children is
breached by including parochial school children within
the active care of the State
as parens patriae, the wall
between Church and State is
likewise breached. They are
one and the same wall.
As frequently presented,
this theory also incorporates
a false theory of American
education : "The only American school is the public school,
others are beyond the pale ; they have to be tolerated,
of course; the State may grant 'exemptions' to attend
them; but they are purely private institutions, not fit for
public aid." At other times, the theory assumes a highly
legal form : " The State provides for schools for all
American children; if some parents wish to send their
children to church-related schools, the State is forbidden
to interfere with them, but it is likewise forbidden to aid
them; their choice is entirely free; it is purely a matter
of private concern; let them pay the consequences of it."
The theory involves an ingeniously distorted view of
the First Amendment, of parental rights and of the nature
of a non-profit, tax exempt, church-related school. But it
contains one grain of truth that is its initial undoingthe par ent's choice of a parochial school is his private
concern. Indeed it is. The parental conscience, and the
religious motives that may determine it. belong in an area
into which Lhe State may not penetrate; they are truly
behind the \, nll of eparation heh, een Church and State ;
the Stnte may not legitimately know anything about them.
But from this it follows immediately that, from the standpoint of the State, the parent's choice of a parochial
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school may not be regarded as free, but as made under
State compulsion. Compulsory education laws oblige the
parent to make a choice; hut the reasons for the choice
of a parochial school are a matter of private not public
C'oncern; hence when this choice is made, it must he re•
garded by the State as simply an obedience to civil law.
The State implicitly admits this fact when it accepts
attendance at parochial schools as compliance with com•
pulsory education statutes. And this fact puts parents of
parochial school children on an exact parity with parents
of public school children; they have not "cut themselves
off from public aid" by a "free" choice. Yet this is the
factual premise of the argument: ''The choice was free;
let the parent pay for it."
Note another confusion in the argumenL From the fact
that the parent has private reasons for sending his child
to a parochial school, it concludes that the paroc~al
school merely fulfills the parent's private purposes. This
is false. Like its predecessor, the early American church.
related school, the present parochial school fulfills an
essentially public function-that of preparing an educated
citizenry. The State itself acknowledges this fact when it
grants these schools tax exemption. Yet one always sees
this hidden premise in all arguments against public aid
to parochial schools: "These schools are private; there•
fore their purposes are private; and tax money cannot he
given them." The fallacy is patent. The Church does not
nm schools simply for its own "private" purposes. Actu•
ally, it runs schools. And the function of a school i.a
primarily to cultivate the intellectual virtues, to enable
men to live as men in this world-as rational creatures,
members of a rational society. Because a school may do
more than this-because it may recognize that man is a
religioWI person as well as a civic person, and therefore
may educate him religiously, it does not for this reason
cease to be a school, and to fulfill a public function, and
to contribute to the general welfare. Therefore not on this
ground may government refuse its aid to parochial
schools, when its concern for its children leads to concern
for the schools that train them as citizens.
Thia said, suppose now contra /actum that the parent's
choice is actually free. Could it have the effect attributed
to it by secularist and Protestant theorists? In their
theory, the State would say: "Being separate from the
Church, I cannot forbid you the choice of a parochial
school. But if you choose such a echool, mind the con•
sequences: you will cut your child off from me; I shall
no longer be able to be parens patriae to him; I shall have
to disown him; for separation of Church and State, which
obliges me to permit you this choice, also obliges me to
penalize you for making it."
This is sheer mutual frustration. By his "freedom"
under separation of Church and State, the parent frustrates the power of the State as parens palriae; and by its
obligations under separation of Church and State, the
State frustrates the parental right by making its exercise
the reason for a penalty. Yet separation of Church and
State is supposedly a principle of freedom, not frustration.
In this connection, I would make another essential
point. If the State is parens patriae and has all child-
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citizens as its wards, it must take strict account of what
kind of patria it is "parent" of; namely of a nation of
mixed religions and of a free, two-component educational
system. It must therefore so frame and administer its
legislation, based on the parens palriae power, as to see
that all its benefits flow equally to all children, regardless
of their religion and regardless of the particular type of
education they want in consequence of their religion. This
principle was recognized by the Court in Chance vs.
Mississippi: ''The State is under duty to ignore the child's
creed but not its need. . . . The State which allows the
pupil to subscribe to any religious creed should not,
because of his exercise of this right, proscribe him from
benefits common to all." The principle was likewise recog•
nized by Senators Murray, Walsh, Aiken and Morse, in
urging an amendment of the Thomas-Hill-Taft hill introduced in the 79th Congress:
The Federal Government in providing aid to education must be careful not to encourage or discourage
one system of education as against another. Its aim
must be the general welfare of all citizens. Federal
aid to education must not operate merely for the
benefit of some children, be their number ever so
large, hut for the benefit of all children. To do otherwise would in eHect penalize those who are not
eligible to receive the ~nefits of the act, and inequity would result.

It is here that one sees the misleading tendency of the
negative formula, "separation of Church and State." A5
a matter of fact, instead of making separation of Church
and State the protection of State sovereignty and the
sovereignty of religious and parental rights, adversaries
of public aid to parochial schools make it destructive of
both. In the name of a somewhat fraudulently pious interpretation of the good American principle, "Government
must keep its interfering hands off religion," they · say,
"Government must not lend its helping hand to the education of this group of its child-citizens, precisely because
of their religion." Religion, therefore, has put one group
of citizens behind a wall, in a sort of educational ghetto,
where they are "second-class" citizens, barred from general governmental benefits, less free than the group acroBI
the wall. Religion has become a civic liability, a principle
of discrimination in regard of common educational all!li.stance, and an embarrassment to government itself. Ia this
what the famous American system leads to?
The absurd consequences to which the theory leads
clearly show that the wall of separation between Church
and State has been erected in the wrong place. It no
longer separates Church and State; it now separates the
State, parens patriae, from a whole group of its wards.
From another standpoint, this false wall lies squarely
across a path that should he open and unobstructed-the
path of all American citizens, regardless of creed, to full
participation in all the benefits decreed by the State for
the sake of the general welfare. From a third standpoint,
this false wall blocks off two classes of parents-those
whose right to the kind of education they want for their
children is facilitated by government, and those whose
equal right is frustrated; those whose religious freedoJJl
is abundantly dowered by government, and those whQ86

religious freedom is dearly. bought by themselves. Finally,
what is perhaps worst, this false wall is a barrier deflecting American democracy towards a disastrous develop·
ment, alien to its primitive spirit; I mean that this false
wall deflects all governmental aid singly and solely
towards the subsidization of secularism, as the one
national "religion" and culture, whose agent of propagation is the secularized public school Many thinking Protestants view this development with alarm. Catholics view
it with horror; they have fought the theory of f ecole
unique (the single State school) in almost every country
in the world, for they know that it is the destruction not
only of religion but of society itseU. And it is no good to
say that in the United Slates the Government does not
interfere with religious schools. The issue is not inter•
ference vs. non-interference. The issue is support vs. nonsupport, at a moment when government is facing its r esponsibility for extending equal educational opportunities
to all childxen. In such a context, non-support is only a
mitigated form of legal suppression.
The question, therefore, is whether American legis•
lators (and Supreme Court judges, too) are going to be
misled by a false location of the wall of separation

Strategy against
tragedy
Ray
These four sturdy seminarians had names that spoke of
the Acadian section of South Louisiana, of strong faith
and proud heritage. They had been studying the classic•
for two years and now were to begin their philosophy
course, away from the South in a large institution near
Chicago. We met on a Wisconsin lakeshore during several free weeks last summer.
After the ball game we shook hands all around. It
turned out that they had enlisted from Lafayette, from
Lake Charles, from Abbeville and New Orleana-places
near my own native town. Questions came abclUt the
number of new churches in each of their home cities,
present Catholic populations and steady growth under
the Bishop of Lafayette and the Archbishop of New Orleans. The Bishop bad publicly said he was happy to
have Negro priests in his diocese-that was clear proof
that a good job was being done, and no calumny could
stand against the Bishop's open words of satisfaction.
One o{ the smaller cities now had six flourishing churches and chapels mainly for Negroes, after a period of wartime boom. Thus one filled in, another added a figure or
a report he knew and we traded information on the
Progressive state of religion in this Catholic halC of
Louisiana.
They were glad to hear that we had started a Race
Relations Conference at our Jesuit house of studies on
the Kansas plains. Much good would come of it. What
Were we doing? Why, we had started just this past

between Church and State, and write into public policy
all the various un-American "separations" which I have
noted. The thin-edge-of-the-wedge argument is being fran•
tically brandished before them. One hopes that they will
remember that a wedge cannot be driven into a wall that
isn't there.
I have been discussing separation of Church and State
largely from the standpoint of the Federal Constitution.
It is true that State Constitutions generally forbid, with
varying degrees of stringency, public aid to sectarian
schools; and these proscriptions are generally said to be
legitimate interpretations of the American principle of
separation of Church and State. The question is: are
they? A study of the forces that led to the insertion of
these proscriptions in Stale Constitutions during the nineteenth century would, I think, reveal two forces strongly
at work: 1) Protestant prejudice, especially as it waxed
in the face of Catholic immigration, and 2) secularist
advocacy of the imported theory of the single State
School. It is no accident that these same two forces should
now be trying to triumph on the national scene, as once
they triumphed in the States, and with the same war-cry,
"Separation o{ Church and State!"
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year and perhaps things weren't perfectly organized yet
-no one could furnish us a worthwhile specific plan
of study-but we wanted to work along a definite program. We wanted to understand the issue from the
Catholic point of view, in the light of moral and dogmatic theology, sociology, ethics, history, current events,
ond we wanted to make ourselves and others elsewhere
more conscious of the part we should each play in solv•
ing iL
Practically we had completed several projects. Would
they care to bear the details, if they could spare a few
more minutes? They certainly wQuld. Besides, the truck
was not ready yet to return to their summer camp.
We should start backwards, the better to let them
know our conclusions. Things were improving in the
South, our group bad concluded after a year of continuous reading and study and discussion. Very grad•
unlly and in scattered spots the franchise was being taken
up by many Negroes. The Bishop of Lafayette had
quietly integrated his colored priests into the varioua
clergy meetings, we had heard. The Archbishop of New
Orleans had ordered all signs of segregation removed
from churches in his territory. Moreover he had stated
publicly at the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration at
St. Augustine's Seminary that the day was not far distant when Negro priests would be accepted as an integral
part of the diocesan clergy instead of being t.alcen only
by the religious congregations and orders. Vario~ semiA l\lE RIC A FEBRUARY 15, 19~7
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